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On July 11th, Shapiro & Duncan took a big step forward with innovation and technology. As an             
industry leader, we strive to provide complete transparency and accountability at our fabrication shop in 
Landover, Maryland and everything else we do.  
 
Five years ago we invested in developing our custom software, FABMAN, which measures how             
productive our fabrication processes are  to traditional building methods. FABMAN was an integral piece 
to improving our processes by providing projected hours to complete prefab piping assemblies. Most im-
portantly, the software has a level of integration that sets us apart from our competition. It is in sync with 
our cost accounting software which allows for an accurate count of employee time and fabrication effort. 
 

 
It had a setback however; as the internal database copied information each day, it would report data 
which was slightly outdated. What was our solution? 
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Using Fabpro 1 to improve our process is just scratching the surface of where we are headed with this 
new software. For more technical weld specs, the software can fully document weld maps and track             
material received and installed. For our clients, the biggest benefits come from the ability to incorporate 
real time data into a building information model to show a virtual representation of the project as it is           
being built, and to ensure the highest quality of craftsmanship through quality assurance and quality  
control. 

Fabpro 1. This web based software            
allows our entire team to cut, prep, and 
assemble pipe through a completely           
paperless system. Our fabrication           
management team now has the ability to 
setup custom shop workflows allowing us 
to track the entire life cycle of a single pip-
ing assembly through several stations 
within our process. An added bonus is that 
the  software is web based which means 
all information is available instantly. Once 
a drawing is uploaded into the system; it is 
immediately available for fabrication.  
 

Communication will also greatly improve as all stakeholders on the project have instant access to infor-
mation. 42” LED monitors now show fabrication assemblies being built, while iPads replace excel 
spreadsheets that once showed pipe cut lists.  


